DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
Federal Supply Service
Authorized Federal Supply Schedule Price List
On-line access to contract ordering information, terms and conditions, up-to-date pricing, and the option to create an
electronic delivery order are available through GSA Advantage!™, a menu-driven database system. The INTERNET
address for GSA Advantage!™ is GSAAdvantage.gov

Patient Mobility and Equipment FSC Group 65, Part II, Section F-9c
FSC Classes: 6530
Contract Number: V797D-30121
Modification P00002
Contract Period: April 1, 2013 thru March 31, 2023
( For more information on ordering from Federal Supply Schedules, enter the following address into your web browser:
http://gsa.gov/portal/category/100623 )

SideStix Ventures Inc.
4484 Hilltop Road
Sechelt, British Columbia V0N 3A1 CANADA
Phone #: 604-989-6800 - Toll-Free 877-464-7849 - Fax: 888-784-9580
http://www.sidestix.com/VA

Canadian Small Business
Woman Owned Business
“Prices Shown Herein are Net (Discount deducted)”

Revised June 2015

Customer Information:
1a. List of awarded special item number(s): SIN: F-9C Crutches
1b. Identification of the lowest priced model number and lowest unit price for that model for each special
item number awarded in the contract. This price is the Government price based on a unit of one,
exclusive of any quantity/dollar volume, prompt payment, or any other concession affecting price.
Those contracts that have unit prices based on the geographic location of the customer, should show
the range of the lowest price, and cite the areas to which the prices apply: See Below.
SIN#
F-9C
F-9C
F-9C
F-9C
F-9C
F-9C
F-9C
F-9C
F-9C
F-9C
F-9C
F-9C
F-9C
F-9C
F-9C
F-9C
F-9C
F-9C
F-9C
F-9C
F-9C
F-9C
F-9C
F-9C
F-9C
F-9C
F-9C
F-9C
F-9C
F-9C
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Product #
01010
01015
01020
01025
01100
01110
04008
04009
04010
05011
01050
01051
05012
05013
01052
01053
01054
09006
09007
09008
02018
02023
02016
02017
02034
01070
01071
02002
01080
01081

Product Description/Product Name
Forearm Crutches – Boundless Carbon Fiber- Large
Forearm Crutches – Boundless Carbon Fiber - Small
Forearm Crutches - Discovery Carbon Fiber - Large
Forearm Crutches - Discovery Carbon Fiber - Small
Attachment - GripCaps (Pair)
Accessory - Revolution Tip Assembly (Pair)
Accessory - Carbon Fiber Lower Tubes (Pair) 20"
Accessory - Carbon Fiber Lower Tubes (Pair) 24"
Accessory - Carbon Fiber Lower Tubes (Pair) 28"
Accessory - Fetterman Tornado Tips (Pair)
Attachment - Snow Shoe Assemblies (Pair)
Attachment - Sand Shoe Assemblies (Pair)
Attachment - Rubber Tip Adaptor - 2 1/2"
Attachment - Rubber Tip Adaptor - 5"
Attachment - Snow/Sand Shoe Spindle (Pair)
Accessory - SnowShoe Deck (Pair)
Accessory - SandShoe Deck (Pair)
Accessory - SideStix Tool
Accessory - Allen Key - 5/32"
Accessory - Allen Key - 3/32"
Accessory - Grip Cover Neoprene - Large (Pair)
Accessory - Grip Cover Neoprene - Small (Pair)
Accessory - Ergon Biokork Grips - Large (Pair)
Accessory - Ergon Biokork Grips - Small (Pair)
Accessory - FinGrips (Pair)
Accessory - C-Clamp - Left
Accessory - C-Clamp - Right
Accessory - Leather Cuff Pad (Pair)
Accessory - Cuffs - Front Opening - Large (Pair)
Accessory - Cuffs - Front Opening - Medium (Pair)

FSS Price w/IFF
$622.16
$622.16
$491.51
$491.51
$41.66
$93.72
$90.45
$90.45
$90.45
$39.70
$155.13
$122.46
$39.70
$39.70
$65.18
$110.05
$77.39
$32.51
$26.63
$23.37
$45.58
$45.58
$45.58
$45.58
$42.96
$26.63
$26.63
$39.05
$64.32
$64.32

F-9C
F-9C
F-9C
F-9C
F-9C

01082
01083
01084
01085
01086

Accessory - Cuffs - Front Opening - Small (Pair)
Accessory - Cuffs - Side Opening - Large (Pair)
Accessory - Cuffs - Side Opening - Medium (Pair)
Accessory - Cuffs - Side Opening - Small (Pair)
Accessory - Cuffs - 3/4 Opening (Pair)

$64.32
$64.32
$64.32
$64.32
$64.32

1c. If the Contractor is proposing hourly rates, a description of all corresponding commercial job titles,
experience, functional responsibility and education for those types of employees or subcontractors
who will perform services shall be provided. If hourly rates are not applicable, indicate “Not
applicable” for this item: N/A
2. Maximum order: $100,000,000
3. Minimum order: $40.00
4. Geographic coverage (delivery area): FOB destination to all 50 states, the District of Columbia
and Puerto Rico.
5. Point(s) of production (city, county, and State or foreign country): Sechelt, British Columbia
CANADA
6. Prices shown herein are Net (discount deducted)
7. Quantity Discounts: N/A
8. Prompt Payment Terms: 1% - 20, Net 30 days for direct orders only. The Prompt Payment
Discount does not apply to any credit card purchases, only to purchases that are invoiced by
SideStix Ventures Inc.
9a. Notification that Government purchase cards are accepted at or below the micro-purchase
threshold:
Accepted at or below the micro-purchase threshold
9b. Notification whether Government purchase cards are accepted or not accepted above the micropurchase threshold: Accepted at or below the micro-purchase threshold
10. Foreign items (list items by country of origin): SideStix- Canada, Ergon Biokork Grips-Taiwan
11a. Time of delivery: Delivery 14 days after receipt of order (ARO)
11b. Expedited delivery: Expedited delivery available for all products. Within 24-48 hours ARO.
Government customers pay only the difference between normal and expedited shipping
charges.
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11c. Overnight and 2-day delivery: 2 days expedited for all products at an additional charge.
Ordering facilities will only pay the difference between normal and expedited shipping
charges. The schedule customer may contact SideStix, Ventures Inc. for rates for 2-day
delivery.
11d. Urgent requirements: The schedule customer may (as part of the “Urgent Requirements”
clause) contact a SideStix Ventures Inc. representative to effect a faster delivery.
12. FOB Point(s): Destination to all 50 states, DC & PR
13a. Ordering address:
SideStix Ventures Inc. (DUNS 248560976, EIN 98-1097299)
4484 Hilltop Road
Sechelt, British Columbia V0N 3A1 CANADA
Phone #: 604-989-6800 Toll-Free 877-464-7849 Fax: 888-784-9580
13b. Ordering Procedures: supplies and services, the ordering procedures, information on Blanket
Purchase Agreements (BPA’s) are found in Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) 8.405-3
GSA Advantage Page to Order SideStix
https://www.gsaadvantage.gov/advantage/s/search.do?q=19:0V797D-30121&q=20:4*~F-9C&s=3&searchType=1&db=0

Print the below order form (page 5) to submit an order.
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SideStix Ventures Inc.

QUOTE:
DUNS:
EIN:
FSS:

248560976
98-1097299

4484 Hilltop Road, Sechelt BC V0N 3A1

V797D-30121

Tel: (877) 464-7849

info@sidestix.com | www.sidestix.com
Fax: (888)784-9580

VETERANS AFFAIRS - QUOTE FORM
Facility:
Address:
Phone:

Caseworker:
City:
Fax
:

Alternate
Shipping
Address:

City:
Phone:
Zip:
SIZING AND MEASUREMENTS REQUIRED

State:

GENDER

Point of elbow to
knuckles closest to
base of fingers.

Zip:

Email:

Street:

AGE

01:

Client:
State:

02:

Knuckles closest to base
of fingers to floor.

WEIGHT

03:

HEIGHT

Distance around
largest part of forearm.

04:

Tip of thumb to tip
of little finger with
hands spread.

Measurement of existing crutches from bottom of tip to top of grip:
Mobility Challenge:

#:

ITEM:
BOUNDLESS
(Pair)

DISCOVERY
(Pair)

Side
Cuff

Front
Cuff

¾ Cuff

Side
Cuff

Front
Cuff

¾ Cuff

PRICE:
FinGrips®
Biokork Grips
FinGrips®
Biokork Grips

01010

622.16

01020

491.51

SUB-TOTAL:

BOUNDLESS & DISCOVERY include: nylon cuffs, leather cuff pads, grips, Tornado Tips, tools & SideStix bag. Limited Lifetime Warranty.

#:

ITEM:

PRICE:

Snowshoe Assembly - includes spindle (Pair)

01050

155.13

Sandshoe Assembly - includes spindle (Pair)

01051

122.46

Revolution Tip Assembly – includes Tornado Tips (Pair)

01110

93.72

Grip Caps – for rubber tips (Pair)

01100

41.6
6
39.70

Tornado Tip (Pair)

05011

Tip Adapter – for rubber tips (Pair)

2 ½ “: 05012

5”: 05013

39.70

FinGrips – one size (Pair)

02025

42.96

FinGrip Cover – one size (Pair)

02031

45.58

Biokork Grips (Pair)

S: 02017

L: 02016

Biokork Grip Covers (Pair)

S: 02023

L: 02018

45.58
45.58

Cuffs (Pair) – side opening

Measurement 03 (in or cm)

01084

64.32

Cuffs (Pair) – front opening

Measurement 03 (in or cm)

01081

64.32

Cuffs (Pair) – 3/4 opening

01086

64.32

Cuff Pads (Pair)
Color Wraps for Lower Tubes (Pair)

02002
01094

39.05
26.63

Color:

SUB-TOTAL:

TOTAL:
** NOTE: PRICES INCLUDE SHIPPING **
PLEASE EMAIL or FAX completed form or call 1-877-464-7849, Mon. to Fri., 9: 30 AM to 4:30 PM, PST.
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14. Payment address:
SideStix Ventures Inc.
4484 Hilltop Road
Sechelt, British Columbia V0N 3A1 CANADA
Phone #: 604-989-6800 Toll-Free 877-464-7849 Fax: 888-784-9580
15. Warranty provision:
Clause 52.212-4 section (o) and (p) from Solicitation RFP-797-652F-05-0001-R3 will govern the
terms of the contract and be a supplement to Sidestix Ventures, Inc. Commercial Warranty.
“(o) Warranty. The Contractor warrants and implies that the items delivered hereunder are
merchantable and fit for use for the particular purpose described in this contract.
(p) Limitation of liability. Except as otherwise provided by an express warranty, the Contractor will not
be liable to the Government for consequential damages resulting from any defect or deficiencies in
accepted items”.
Limited Lifetime Warranty
SideStix forearm crutches and attachments are warranted to the original registered owner, by
SideStix Ventures Inc. to be free from defects in materials and workmanship that affect performance
under normal use and maintenance, as described below:
•
Ergon grips, Fetterman tips and SideStix soles are warranted against manufacturing defects
for a period of one (1) year, however wear is not warrantable, due to the wide range of usage
variables, outside the control of the manufacturer.
•
Shock Assemblies and Articulating Rotating Feet are warranted for a period of two (2) years.
However, this warranty applies only if maintenance is carried out as specified in the maintenance
manual. The shock absorber assembly and articulating feet attachments contain moving parts and
therefore regular maintenance is essential to their correct operation.
•
The Forearm, Main Tube and Cuff are covered by a limited lifetime warranty against
manufacturer defects which applies only to regular use as an ambulatory aid and only for the original
owner.
As its only responsibility, and your only remedy, SideStix Ventures Inc. will furnish a replacement
part, without charge for the part only, to replace any part that is found to be defective due to
workmanship or materials under normal use and maintenance. For warranty credit, please contact
info@sidestix.com, the defective part must be returned to SideStix Ventures Inc. upon receipt of a
Return Merchandise Authorization (RMA) number. Any part replaced pursuant to this warranty is
warranted only for the unexpired portion of the warranty term applying to the original part. These
warranties do not apply to labour, freight, or any other cost associated with the service, repair or
operation of the SideStix or accessories.
These warranties are in lieu of all other express warranties. ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES,
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
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PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARE LIMITED TO THE DURATION OF THIS WARRANTY. Some states
and provinces do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts, so the above limitation
may not apply to you.
SideStix Ventures Inc. is not responsible for:
1. Damage or repairs required as a result of any improper use, maintenance, operation or servicing.
2. Damage as a result of floods, fires, winds, lightning, accidents, corrosive atmosphere or other
conditions beyond the control of SideStix Ventures Inc.
3. Use of components or accessories not compatible with SideStix.
4. Normal maintenance as described in the installation and operating manual, such as cleaning and
lubricating all moving parts.
5. Parts not supplied or designated by SideStix Ventures Inc.
6. Changes in the appearance of the SideStix or accessories that do not affect their performance.
This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights that may vary from
state to state or province to province.
Return Goods Policy
30 Day Satisfaction Guarantee
We want you to be completely satisfied with your SideStix forearm crutches & accessories. We
encourage you to use them as often as possible and to contact us with any questions and concerns.
Certain SideStix models incorporate a damping shock absorber, and articulating feet attachments,
and because of this, it may take a short while for you to get familiar with them.
If, within 30 days, you are not happy with the SideStix and they are in good — resalable condition,
please contact us for a Return Merchandise Authorization (RMA) number, pack the SideStix and any
accessories into the original shipping box, and return them to:
SideStix Ventures Inc. 4484 Hilltop Road Sechelt, BC VON 3A1 Canada
In the case of a Vendor shipping error, the Vendor will pay freight (to include return shipping costs)
both ways while the Government will be reimbursed at full invoice price. If the Government has an
ordering error, the Government will pay freight both ways. The Government will be reimbursed at full
invoice price and there will be no restocking fee.
16. Export packing charges, if applicable: N/A
17. Terms and conditions of Government purchase card acceptance (any thresholds above the micropurchase level): No Limit Required
18. Terms and conditions of rental, maintenance, and repair (if applicable): N/A
19. Terms and conditions of installation (if applicable): N/A
20. Terms and conditions of repair parts indicating date of parts price lists and any discounts from list
prices (if applicable): N/A
20a. Terms and conditions for any other services (if applicable): N/A
7

21. List of service and distribution points (if applicable): N/A
22. List of participating dealers (if applicable): N/A
23. Preventive Maintenance (if applicable): http://www.sidestix.com/maintenance/
24a. Special attributes such as environmental attributes (e.g., recycled content, energy efficiency,
and/or reduced pollutants): N/A
24b. If applicable, indicate that Section 508 compliance information is available on Electronic and
Information Technology (EIT) supplies and services and show where full details can be found (e.g.,
contractor’s website or other location). The EIT standards can be found at www.Section508.gov/ :
N/A
25. Data Universal Number System (DUNS) number: 248560976
26. Notification regarding registration in System for Award Management (SAM) database: Yes
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Introduction
SideStix are the world’s first modular forearm crutches
designed by an Occupational Therapist and Structural
Technologist, to reduce secondary injuries associated
with long term crutch walking. The unique ergonomic
angles, variety of attachments and high quality of
materials, place SideStix Forearm Crutches in a category
by themselves. SideStix are the only forearm crutches
offering a limited lifetime warranty and a 30 day 100%
money back guarantee.
SideStix Forearm Crutches come in two models, the
Discovery and the Boundless with options for choice of
carbon fiber or aluminum lower tube. The Boundless Pro
features a revolutionary damper shock absorbing system which reduces fatigue and damage to joints.
SideStix also has an assortment of outdoor attachments available, providing crutch users the
opportunity to access a variety of terrain previously inaccessible. The ability to access the outdoors,
combined with the increased comfort, safety, and reduction of secondary injuries, helps improve the
activity level of long-term crutch users, which has a positive impact on their lives and health.
Research on SideStix has been extensive. VA testing
centre at the University of Pittsburgh has certified SideStix
to ISO 11334-1: 2007 and we are EC certified. University
of British Columbia has found Boundless Pro crutches
reduce strain on arms and increases forward propulsion.
http://www.sidestix.com/ergonomic-crutch-research/.
The Canadian DND soldiers will be involved in a
qualitative study testing SideStix and tip attachments ‘in
the field’. U. of Toronto Engineers are currently
developing wireless instruments and techniques to access
the biomechanics of SideStix and other forearm
crutches. Queen Alexandra Orthotic, Prosthetic and Seating department is analyzing the gait
changes/improvements of patients using SideStix verses other assistive mobility devices. There are
now hundreds of individuals with a variety mobility challenges benefiting from SideStix Forearm
Crutches and accessories.
SideStix Ventures’ mission is to enable all people faced with mobility challenges, to enjoy an active,
healthy lifestyle by providing the highest quality and most innovative designs in assistive mobility
technology.
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SideStix Story
[Sarah] “My life changed drastically when I was hit by a drunk-driver and lost my leg. Prior to being
an amputee I was active in sports and the outdoors. After my accident, retaining the freedom of a
healthy and active lifestyle became a life-goal.”
Six months after losing her leg, Sarah
began learning how to ski on one leg
using outrigger ski poles and began
competing in regional ski races with the
New England Handicapped Sportsman
Association (NEHSA). Sarah moved to
Winter Park, Colorado in 1985 to pursue
ski racing full-time. She was selected as
an alternate for the U.S. National Disabled
Ski Team that first showcased adaptive
skiing at the 1988 Olympic Winter Games
in Calgary.
Co-founders, Kerith Perreur-Lloyd & Sarah Doherty

Sarah began alpine hiking while working as
an occupational therapist with the Veterans Administration hospital in Seattle, Washington. She
soon branched out into mountaineering and in 1984 became the first one-legged woman to summit
Mt. Rainier. The following year, she became the first amputee to summit Mt. McKinley.
Sarah began working with adaptive crutch designs while preparing to climb Mt. McKinley. Her first
crutch prototype was an aluminum-bodied forearm crutch with a polyurethane basket at the tip.
She used these crutches during the climb with great success and learned a great deal about the
performance of existing forearm crutch designs. She started re-designing a new model of forearm
crutch soon after meeting her partner, structural engineer Kerith Perreur-Lloyd. Over time, walking
on conventional crutches inevitably led to secondary injuries. So in order to prevent joint damage
and maximize comfort, they designed and built an early generation of today’s SideStix, using new
geometry and carbon fibre materials. After 5 years of development they formed a company to
promote their new crutch called SideStix. Sarah field tested the crutches on the West Coast Trail in
2008 and Mt. Kilimanjaro in 2009.
Today SideStix is the only forearm crutch that combines light-weight materials and quality
construction with interchangeable feet to allow users to comfortably navigate trails, sand or snow.
Whether climbing Kilimanjaro, hiking the West Coast Trail, or shopping at a local grocery store,
SideStix offer unsurpassed quality, comfort and joint protection.
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Veteran SideStix User Profiles

James Marye,
Retired Colonel US
Army served 101st
Airborne uses
SideStix each day
since his onset of
Multiple Sclerosis

from the US
Command
ing a stream
oldiers to the
Expedition.
nck

David Nicholson, retired
Petty Officer 2nd Class
USN, Afghanistan war
veteran visiting with
Marine Justin Gaertner
in Holiday, FL 2012.

Kirk Bauer, Sgt. US Army
retired, Vietnam veteran
used his SideStix on his
Mt. McKinley climb in
June 2012 (Kirk is also
the Executive Director of
Disabled Sports USA
http://www.disabledsports
usa.org/ )
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SideStix – “Boundless”


Custom sized for each user, large or small upper arm assembly
(see sizing diagram above on page 4)



Upper assemblies manufactured from 6061 aluminum alloy



Carbon Fiber lower tubes.



Damper shock absorber.



Ergonomic & light weight.



Choice of cuff styles.



Disassemble for easy transportation.



7/8” tubing enables user replaceable grips.



Leather cuff pads with 6mm of PPT™ padding.



Includes rubber tip adapters & articulating Tornado tips by Fetterman.



Works with SideStix tip attachments, including snowshoes, sandshoes
& articulating/rotating foot.



Tools and kit bag are included with your purchase.

Weight each: Small 815 grams (1.8 lbs), Large 856 grams (1.89 lbs)
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Large ITEM# 01010

Price: $622.16

Small ITEM# 01015

Price: $622.16

SideStix – “Discovery”


Custom sized for each user, large or small upper arm assembly
(see sizing diagram above on page 4)



Upper assemblies manufactured from 6061 aluminum alloy.



Carbon Fiber lower tubes.



Ergonomic & light weight.



Choice of cuff styles.



Disassemble for easy transportation.



7/8” tubing enables user replaceable grips.



Leather cuff pads with 6mm of PPT™ padding.



Includes rubber tip adapters & articulating Tornado tips by Fetterman.



Works with SideStix tip accessories, including snowshoes, sandshoes &
articulating/rotating foot.



Tools and kit bag are included with your purchase.

Weight: Small 815 grams (1.8 lbs) - Large 856 grams (1.89 lbs)
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Large ITEM# 01020

Price: $491.51

Small ITEM# 01025

Price: $491.51

Outdoor Attachments
SideStix has an assortment of interchangeable outdoor attachments available,
providing crutch users the opportunity to access a variety of terrain previously inaccessible.
Snow Shoe Assemblies (pair)
Providing traction as well as float in fresh
snow, these 8″ diameter Snowshoes are
made from powder coated aircraft aluminum.
The decking is made of super-durable PVC
coated polyester mesh. SIDESTIX
SPINDLE/ICE PICK INCLUDED.
Sand Shoe Assemblies (pair)
Providing stability and traction on a variety of
surfaces the Sandshoe is our most flexible
attachment. Perfect for the beach, muddy root
covered trails, or even crusty snow. The 4″
diameter Sandshoe is made of high quality
aircraft aluminum and super-durable PVC
coated polyester mesh. SIDESTIX
SPINDLE/ICE PICK INCLUDED.
Snow/sandshoe Spindle (pair)
Providing great traction on crusted snow or
roots & rocks the SideStix Spindle/Ice Pick is
made from high quality aluminum and comes
standard with SideStix snowshoes or
Sandshoes. It comes with a non-slip Vibram
sole and 1/4 inch stainless steel center spike.
SnowShoe Deck (pair)
The snowshoe decks require the Snow /
Sandshoe spindles. They can be purchased
separately and interchanged with the
sandshoe decks, when the user already owns
the sandshoe assemblies – thus creating
snowshoe assemblies.
SandShoe Deck (pair)
Compatible with the Spindle/Ice Pick and the
Snowshoe this is simply the extremely durable
deck portion of the Sandshoe which can be
easily switched.
Grip Caps (Pair)
Perfect for crossing slippery surfaces like wet
wood and ice and packed snow, these caps
work with Tornado Tips.
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ITEM# 01050
$155.13

ITEM# 01051
$122.46

ITEM# 01052
$65.18

ITEM# 01053
$110.05

ITEM# 01054
$77.39

ITEM# 01100
$41.66

Articulating / Rotating Feet
Preferred by crutch users who have a swing-gait (such as single leg amputees), these tips emulate
the shoulder and ankle joints, reducing stress and damage, while providing increased
manoeuvrability.
Revolution Tip Assembly (Pair)
Free rotation and articulation helps prevent
long-term injuries such as frozen shoulder
syndrome.

ITEM# 01110
$93.72

The free-rotation helps prevent fatigue and
injury. It also allows the rubber tip to last longer
and wear evenly - no more ‘rock-over’ wear
pattern.

Tip Adapter and Rubber Tip
The rubber tip is included with our complete line-up of forearm crutches. Manufactured by Thomas
Fetterman, the Tornado Tip provides articulation and grips a variety of surfaces. This tip provides
the great stability and durability.
Rubber Tip Adapter - 5”
The tip adapter is machined from high
quality 6061 aluminum and is anodized
black. It accepts third party tips that are
compatible with a 7/8″ tube diameter. It
allows for 5″ of height adjustment.
Rubber Tip Adapter - 2 ½”
The tip adapter is machined from high
quality 6061 aluminum and is anodized
black. It accepts third party tips that are
compatible with a 7/8″ tube diameter. It
allows for 2.5″ of height adjustment.
Fetterman Tornado Tips
The Fetterman Tornado Tips last on
average 3x longer than any competitors and
provide articulation even on very steep
terrain. Standard on every crutch.
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ITEM# 05013
$39.70

ITEM# 05012
$39.70

ITEM# 05011
$39.70
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Accessories
SideStix Tool
The SideStix Tool is designed to assist in the
assembly & disassembly of the articulating foot,
shock assembly and snowshoe spindle
nut. *Included with all Boundless Model SideStix

ITEM# 09006
$32.51

Allen Key – 5/32”
This Allen Key is designed to assist in changing
attachments and breaking down SideStix for travel.
*Included with all SideStix crutches.

ITEM# 09007
$26.63

Allen Key – 3/32”
This Allen Key is designed to assist in removing the
set-screw from the snowshoe spindle – in order to
remove the stainless steel spike.

ITEM# 09008
$23.37

C-CLAMP
Left or right replacement C-clamp manufactured to
specific tolerance for SideStix, complete with
stainless steel screw.

Left-ITEM# 01070
$26.63
Right- ITEM# 01070
$26.63

Ergon BioKork Grips (Pair)
BioKork grips provide excellent ergonomics and
comfort for the hand. The unique qualities of cork
mean that these grips are anti-bacterial and
hypoallergenic. Cork’s natural damping qualities
also make it an ideal grip material. During use, the
cork naturally wears away. Grip life span is
dependent upon many factors, however six to nine
months is average.
SideStix Grip Covers
SideStix grip covers feature superior comfort and
support for your hands. Made from SPENCO
neoprene and covered with four-way stretch nylon,
these covers provide excellent cushioning.
Lightweight, durable and washable. These grip
covers are made by Salt Spring Footprints –
manufacturers of custom orthotics. Compatible with
Ergon grips. Please note, the grip covers will wear
after prolonged use. The wear rate depends upon
the user’s walking style / weight etc.
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Large-ITEM# 02016
$45.58
Small-ITEM# 02017
$45.58

Large-ITEM# 02018
$45.58
Small-ITEM# 02023
$45.58

FinGrips (Pair)
The FinGrips™ improve ergonomics by supporting
the palm and keeping the wrist in a neutral position.
This patented grip has a fin that flexes like a diving
board to absorb shock and provide unprecedented
support and comfort under the heel of your palm –
where it’s needed the most.
Cuffs Pads (Pair)
SideStix Cuff Pads provide cushion and support for
the wrist forearm and are included with all models.

Cuffs (Pair)
Made with quality 920 Nylon, they can be resized
to suit different sizes. The Front Opening is great
for those who need side-to-side support and the
3/4 cuff provides the most freedom with a
removable strap for extended use. *Does not
include leather cuff pads
Cuffs (Pair)
Made with high quality Nylon, extra cuffs are
popular for activity specific use or for
accommodating different widths of clothing. The
Side opening is our most popular and provides the
most frontal support. *Does not include leather cuff
pads.all models.
Cuffs (Pair)
Made with high quality Nylon, extra cuffs are
popular for activity specific use or for
accommodating different widths of clothing. The
3/4 cuff provides the most freedom with a
removable strap for extended use. *Does not
include leather cuff pads.
SideStix Carbon Fiber Lower Tubes
Replacement carbon fiber tubes manufactured to
specific tolerance for SideStix.
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ITEM# 02034
$42.96

ITEM# 02002
$39.05

Large-ITEM# 01080
$64.32
Medium-ITEM# 01081
$64.32
Small-ITEM# 01082
$64.32
Large-ITEM# 01083
$64.32
Medium-ITEM#01084
$64.32
Small-ITEM# 01085
$64.32

ITEM# 01086
$64.32

20”-ITEM# 04008
$90.45
24”-ITEM# 04009
$90.45
28”-ITEM# 04010
$90.45

SideStix Feature Comparison
Includes
Rubber Tip &
Adapter
Compatible
with
Attachments
Custom
Grips, Tips &
Cuffs
Ergonomic
Hand Grips
Damper
Shock
Absorber
Carbon Fiber
Lower Tubes
Discovery
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S-715g
L-756g

Weight

S-815g
L-856g

Boundless

Letter of Justification
Dear Sir / Madam:
SideStix are patent pending forearm crutches. They are designed and manufactured for the purpose of
enabling clients to enjoy a healthy and active lifestyle, whilst helping to prevent secondary injuries that can
occur through the prolonged use of other assistive devices.
Ergonomics and Biomechanics












Contoured grips: Areas of different density provide superior support in load-bearing regions of the
hands. The grips have the capability for micro adjustment to customize to an individual’s hand design.
Optional fitted Spenco neoprene grip covers provide extra cushioning & slip resistance.
Geometry of the forearm tube & handle tube: The forearm and handle tube have been designed to
keep a slight bend in the elbow and to maintain a neutral wrist position. Studies have suggested that
decreasing elbow extension during crutch gait may reduce the incidence of ulnar nerve compression
(Ginanneschi, 2009).
Cuff Pads: Leather cuff pads are provided to help prevent bruising of the forearm.
Weight Distribution: The crutch design was developed with an emphasis on reducing weight at the
crutch tip which has been achieved by placing the shock system under the handle. Utilizing lightweight
materials (6061 Aluminum and carbon fiber) has reduced the overall weight, therefore reducing inertia.
The lightweight carbon fiber tubes are an ideal option for individuals with minimum strength and muscle
weakness.
Crutch Sizing: SideStix are available in two size ranges, covering heights from 4’-6” to 6’-2”. Custom
sizes are also available. Maximum load capacity is 300lbs.
Damping shock absorbers: The shock system has been developed to reduce the rate of force
application. Reducing force application transfers to a reduction in joint forces in the wrist, elbow and
shoulder joints.
Articulating & rotating feet: The innovative crutch feet have been designed to increase safety, by
allowing the tip sole to remain in complete contact with the ground during a typical crutch stride. The
optional rotating feet have been designed with the goal of reducing torque experienced by the shoulder
joints, which helps to prevent injury.

Modular System
SideStix promote a healthy, active lifestyle by offering the following additional attachments:



Snowshoes and sandshoes
Hiking tips with carbide cleats

Durability & Sustainability




SideStix have a lifetime warranty on the frame and a 2 year warranty on other parts, except for grip
covers, grips & tips, which are considered ‘consumables’. Wear rates for consumables will depend
upon usage.
SideStix are manufactured from the highest quality materials, using state-of-the-art equipment. Inhouse stress-testing and on-going university-based biomechanical testing, ensure that unlike other
crutches on the market today, which must be replaced several times each year, SideStix are a one-time
purchase.

Long term crutch walking can cause significant secondary injuries, which are painfully debilitating for the user
and require expensive remediation for the health system. SideStix are designed by users for users and provide
choices for an active & healthy lifestyle, whilst significantly reducing the potential for secondary crutch-userelated injuries.
Sincerely,
Sarah Doherty, Occupational Therapist, reg BC,
President – SideStix Ventures Inc.
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SideStix Warranty
30 Day Satisfaction Guarantee
We want you to be completely satisfied with your SideStix forearm crutches & accessories. We
encourage you to use them as often as possible and to contact us with any questions and concerns.
Certain SideStix models incorporate a damping shock absorber, and articulating feet attachments,
and because of this, it may take a short while for you to get familiar with them.
If, within 30 days, you are not happy with the SideStix and they are in good – resalable condition,
please pack the SideStix and any accessories into the original shipping box, and return them to:
SideStix Ventures Inc.
4484 Hilltop Road
Sechelt, BC V0N 3A1 Canada
Upon receipt of the SideStix & accessories, we will issue a complete refund minus the original
shipping and handling costs.
Limited Lifetime Warranty
SideStix forearm crutches and attachments are warranted to the original registered owner, by
SideStix Ventures Inc. to be free from defects in materials and workmanship that affect performance
under normal use and maintenance, as described below:


Ergon grips, Fetterman tips and SideStix soles are warranted against manufacturing
defects for a period of one (1) year, however wear is not warrantable, due to the wide
range of usage variables, outside the control of the manufacturer.



Shock Assemblies and Articulating Rotating Feet are warrantied for a period of two (2)
years. However, this warranty applies only if maintenance is carried out as specified in the
maintenance manual. The shock absorber assembly and articulating feet attachments
contain moving parts and therefore regular maintenance is essential to their correct
operation.



The Forearm, Main Tube and Cuff are covered by a limited lifetime warranty against
manufacturer defects which applies only to regular use as an ambulatory aid and only for
the original owner.

As its only responsibility, and your only remedy, SideStix Ventures Inc. will furnish a replacement
part, without charge for the part only, to replace any part that is found to be defective due to
workmanship or materials under normal use and maintenance
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Frequently Asked Questions
Who will benefit from using SideStix?
Anyone who needs ambulatory assistance and values comfort and joint protection, while carrying out
activities from everyday living to scaling mountains.
If I am not disabled but experience joint pain and discomfort can I still benefit from SideStix?
Absolutely! We have many clients who use SideStix to take weight off their lower limbs, thus enabling
them to walk greater distances without the joint pain that they would typically experience.
What is the primary difference between the Boundless Pro and the Discovery Pro?
The Boundless Pro has a damping shock absorber. This helps to remove the bumps and jolts that are
typically experienced by crutch walkers, on every stride they take.
The Discovery Pro is identical to the Boundless Pro in every respect – except that it does not have a
damping shock absorber. For this reason it is lighter and less expensive than the Boundless Pro and
is better suited for clients that intend to cover less distance, or for whom minimizing weight is of
utmost concern.
What makes SideStix surpass the competition?
SideStix are the first and only damper shock absorbent crutches with attachable tips for a variety of
terrains from neighbourhood streets to snow covered mountains. Researched, designed and tested
“by users for users” for over eight years.
When can I expect to receive my SideStix?
Your SideStix will ship within two weeks upon receiving your order. We guarantee that your shipment
will arrive without damages. If your shipment is lost or damaged we will replace the order ASAP.
If I purchase SideStix and discover they are not a fit for me, what can I do?
30 Day Satisfaction Guarantee: We want you to be completely satisfied with your SideStix forearm
crutches & accessories. We encourage you to use them as often as possible and to contact us with
any questions and concerns. SideStix incorporates a damping shock absorber, and articulating feet
attachments, and because of this it may take a short while for you to get familiar with them.
If, within 30 days, you are not happy with the SideStix and they are in good – resalable condition, you
may return them. Visit our Warranty Page for complete instructions.
Do SideStix come with a warranty?
Yes, SideStix comes with a Limited Lifetime Warranty. SideStix forearm crutches and attachments
are warranted to the original registered owner, to be free from defects in materials and workmanship
that affect performance under normal use and maintenance. Visit our Warranty Page for a complete
description.
How do I know what size SideStix I need?
SideStix comes in two sizes; standard and large. Sizing is not dependent solely on your size as the
type of mobility challenge may have an impact on the best size. Therefore, when ordering your
SideStix, you are asked to fill in specific measurements and information that is taken into
consideration when sizing. We then provide you with the ideal size for your SideStix.
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What style cuff should I chose?
There really is not standard formula for choosing your cuff. It is a highly personal preference. That
said, here are a few things to consider. The front opening cuff is the most common type of cuff used
in the industry. However, this is predominantly because it is often the only cuff available from other
manufacturers. The side opening cuff provides more frontal support and is often preferred by long
term crutch users. The 3/4 cuff may be preferred by people who often take their SideStix off or place
them down in between using them or between movement.
If you find that you are not satisfied with you cuff choice, you may return them to SideStix and we will
replace them with another style. Shipping charges will apply.
Do you sell replacement parts?
Yes! Please contact us toll free at 1-877-464-7849 or through our Contact Page to order replacement
parts.
Can I fit my SideStix in a suitcase or backpack while I’m wearing my prosthesis or have no
need for them?
Yes, we have designed SideStix to break down for ease of transport. Just use the supplied hex key.
Break apart and store them however you choose.
Will I need to change my tips for each surface I encounter?
You may if you chose, however it is not necessary. SideStix feature interchangeable tips that allow
you to improve traction and mobility for a variety of terrains. However, the stock SideStix tip is
designed to work on most surfaces. With this in mind we still recommend the use of your feature tips
for specific activities. For example, you would put your hiking tips on when you put on your hiking
boots.
When will I need to use my sand/snow shoes?
When you are travelling in the sand for some distance the sand shoe is a good choice. We have also
found it useful on muddy and slippery trails or in firm snow during snow shoeing. Some of our clients
use the sandshoe whilst walking around ski hills and in alpine villages. The stainless steel spike in the
centre spindle may be removed when not required. The large snow shoe is best used in soft snow.
Have you had any problems using SideStix in salt or fresh water?
No, although some additional care may be needed to keep your SideStix in optimal condition, the Orings are designed to keep out most sand, mud and other unwanted materials. After submersion in
water you may notice some water in the foot assembly. It’s a good idea to dry the components & regrease after extensive ‘wet-work’.
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